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THE WORRIES OF

MORA COUNTY

RETURNS OF ELECTION
SEPTEMBER 20TH, 1921
OF HARDING COUNTY.

TWO HUNDRED

CORNER STONE LAID FOR
ROY HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING
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ROY MAY SOON

OF ROY AND VICINITY
TAKE TPJI AROUND
THE WORLD.

ANOTHER RURAL. ROUTE.
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TO OUR FRIENDS AND
RONS:

water-mello-

Come in and see our new Fall

.

Suits and Coats. A complete line

'

at right prices.

Our new Gage hats are now in.
Come in and look them over.

one-four-
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Buy your Coleman Lamp now.
The evenings are getting long.
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ROY TRADING COMPANY

the-Bapti-

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE
COMPANY
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17ÍFE TAKES
HUSCAI1DSADVICE
And Is Made Well Again
by Lydia E. Pinkham'
Vegetable Compound
Springfield, Mass. 'The doctor told
my husband that I had to have an oper
ation, otherwise 1
would be a sickly
woman and could not
have any more children on account of
my weakened condition. I refused to
have the operation.
My husband asked
me to try Lydia E.

Pinkham's

Vegeta-

ble Compound to see
if it would not help
me. For the first
four months I could do but little work,
bad to lie down most of the time, was
nervous and could eat hardly anything,
but my husband was always reminding
me to take the Vegetable Compound,
which I did. Of my eight children this
last one was the easiest birth of all and
I am thankful for your Vegetable Compound. I recommend it to my friends
when I hear them complaining about
their ills." Mrs. M. Natale, 72 Fre
mont bt., bpnngtield, Mass.
Sickly, ailing women make unhappy
homes, and after reading Mrs. Natale's
letter one can imagine now this home
ras transformed by her restoration to
health. Every woman who surfers from
such ailments should give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
It is surely worth while.

Free Book

Ford Owners!

Tells how Ford Brake
and clutch work and
the interesting story of Cork f
Insert.
Write lor ft.

ADVANCE

Cork Insert
Brake Linings
for Pordt
Stops Ford tattle and
chatter. Ask your dealer.
ADVANCI

0

AUT0H0B1LI ACCESSORIES CORP.

1723 Prairia Atsiius, Chicata

Witty Rogue.
Inkpen, the journullst, had just
come to Uve In the little suburb, and,
of course, ns nil newcomers to any
district always are, he was the cause
of Interest to all of his neighbors.
Wimple called upon him one evening.
me," he started off,
. "Snooks, tells
'that you push a pencil for a living."
"Thnfs so; I do," replied Inkpen.
"I think it's very foolish of you,"
frankly remarked Wimple.
"Whyr. asked Inkpen. .
"Because n pencil should be lead,"
explained .Wimple.
Inkpen had not then lenrned that
Wimple was the "Wag of the Wlllage."
.
Even as You and I.
North 'My car Is black, trimmed
wttli red." West "My car Is black,
too, but I got the trimming !" Way-

side Tales.
When singleness

is bliss it Is folly

to have wives.
Why does the last match lnvnrlablj
fall to Ipilte?

GENUINE

o)

ULl

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
good cigarettes for
10c
We want you to havo tho

boat paper lor "BULL."
So now you can recalvo
with each package a book

124 leaves

I X1U.-t- he

very finest cigarette
paper In tho world.

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

COLDipAL
V'

y.LI

f

S

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder end arte add trouble.
Femóos since 1696. Teke regularly end
keep In good health. In three elzae, all
druggist. Guaranteed es represented.
Leek for the mm CoM MaaWi m era? bes
mmi sweat

sv

kmiuttse,

'
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ihe Mystery of:
theSilverDagger
XI
17

Continued.

I stole as silently as possible across
to the door. It was securely locked, of
course, and could be forced ope,n, if
at all, only by creating considerable
alarm. I stood, staring helplessly
of
about, feeling the Impossibility
escape. 1 could only wait for my Jailers to appear, impotent to aid myself
In any way or her. After all, that
last thought was the most impelling.
That they suspected Marie Gessler of
being implicated In both murder and
robbery was clearly evident; Indeed,
they not only suspected, but were coa
vlnced that she had done the deed.
I was secretly obliged to admit that
they had some reason to so believe;
that they even possessed proof which
would probably convict her In court
of the crime. This gave them a ter
rible advantage over the girl, once
they had her bodily In their possession. Guilty or not guilty, she could
not establish her Innocence; under
torture and threat, such as they would
doubtless use In their money lust,
there was no knowing what might
happen. Alone, helpless in the grasp
of these unscrupulous crooks, her fate
might be death, disgrace. Certainly It
would be foul Insult, and, if she failed
to yield, the desire for revenge might
even drive those cowards to a secret
'
denouncement
of her to the police.
This, however, would be their last resort;' they would exhaust all other
efforts first. And no one else knew
of her danger ; no one else was In
position to aid her ; she .must face
this gang absolutely alone unless I
could effect an escape. It was not
merely my own life at stake; hers
was also In the balance,
And the time in which 'to act was
short. If I escaped at all, it must
be accomplished before my Jailers returned; before they dreamed that I
had aroused from unconsciousness, or
had strength enough to make the
attempt.
Yet what possible way
suggested Itself? I felt In my pockets;
they were utterly empty, except for a
6lngle overlooked bill. There was no
means of egress other than the win
dow, and that seemed hopeless.
Yet
In desperation I crossed over once
more, and again looked out. Could
I dare I attempt to cling to that
slight ledge In my stocking feet, even
for the one or twO' steps necessary
to reach the next window? The very
conception of such a feat made my
head reel giddily and my stomach "rise
In protest. Besides, even If I made
It by some miracle, what If that other
window should be closed and locked?
How could I ever move backward to
regain safety?
Yet wait : there was a way, danger
ous enough to be sure, yet possible If
I possessed the necessary nerve. There
were opened blinds at each window;
they would help some as grasping
spots for the hands. The one within
reach appeared solid enough, firmly
anchored to the casement, and secured
to the brick wall by means of an Iron
hook. Between the two the space to
be traversed was not wide; a single
stride on the ground beneath would
bridge the distance. If I had some
thing to cling to above anything that
would keep me upright I might hold
my footing on the narrow stone and
make the passage slowly. It was a
daring, deadly venture, but possible.
But what could I hope to utilize as
a support? The bare room offered but
a single suggestion the dirty coverlet
which had been thrown over me. Torn
apart from corner to corner, and
twisted into the form of a rope, it
ought to safely sustain my entire
weight in case a foot slipped. I
started to tear with my teeth, and thus
succeeded in ripping the thing from
end to end. It was scarcely long
enough for the purpose, which compelled me to make the noose correspondingly small. However, with this
Improvised lasso gripped in my right
hand, I took position astride the sill
of the window, in an endeaver to project the loosened end over some protuberance of the blind beyond. By
holding tight to the frame with my
left hand, the right was left free,
and I was enabled to lean out far
enough to obtain a clear toss. There
was little the noose could catch on,
and continued failure left me listless
and discouraged.
I lost hope, ' yet
kept at It, and finally, to my surprise,
the ring of the cloth settled over an
iron projection of the hinge, and clung
there, extending straight across from
window to window.
I hardly dared
breathe as I drew the thing taut and
tested the firmness with which It was
held at the other end. The noose
closed down tightly about the iron
staple, and resisted every effort at release. To all seeming It was as safely
anchored as though I had placed it
there by hand. Somehow the very
knowledge that this had been accomplished, that the way was open,
brought with It a renewal of the feeling of horror with which I had first
contemplated the possibility of such
an accomplishment. Would I ever dare
the attempt? My head swam as I
gazed downward, and then across, And
I shrank back absolutely terrified at
the very thought.
Yet my nerve returned, and I found
myself coot tad determined. It was

no pleasant Job, to be sure, and I
was compelled to steel myself to the
attempt, yet I no longer held back paralyzed by fear. I easily found a secure
fastening for the strip of
at
my own window, and then, satisfied
that it was taut and securely held at
both ends, lowered my body cautiously
over the sill, until my stockinged feet
nervously gripped the narrow stone
of the coping. I dare not look down
or permit my mind to dwell for an
Instant on what was below. Slowly
I straightened up, until my entire
Weight was upheld by this precarious
foot-holTo advance step by step
was impossible; all I could hope to
accomplish
In
locomotion
was to
stealthily advance one foot a few
inches, sliding It along the stone, ever
retaining contact, and then, as carefully drawing the other after until
they met,
and heel. It was "the
slow progress of a snnil, yet the slightest effort at hdrrying would mean a
'
certain fall.
This was not unduly perilous, however, so long as I retained firm hold
on the sill, or even could grip my
fingers over the lower frame of the
open blind, as I was enabled thus to
partially sustain my weight, and, even
if a foot slipped, the feel of the solid
wood yielded confidence. But finally
my hand reached out and grasped only
the cloth cord, twisted Into some semblance of a rope, and, as It gave
to the pressure, the old fear
swept over me In a torrent of agony.
I could never,make it never! I would
go swirling, crashing down to that
death below. It was but a step, to
be sure; a step and I could reach
the firmness of the 'other blind ; but,
oh, the step the speechless horror of
it ! Ytt there was no going backward :
I tried this, only to realize at once its
Impossibility,
and the. perspiration
burst out from every pore, as the full
horror of my situation, suddenly
flashed over me. I must go on," trusting to that thin, unstable cord, balancing myself above the gulf. There was
no other way, no retreat, no means of
escape. I do not know now how the
act" was. accomplished ; It Is hardly a
d

W

slck-enlng-

memory, except as some wild delirium
of sleep haunts one when they awake.
Inch by Inch I crept, hand encroach
ing on hand, foot pressing against foot,
every slightest movement
an In
expressible agony then I gripped the
support of wood once more, and clung
to It 'as with the grasp of death. .
I clung there until my mind came
back, until I felt the return of strength
to my body, and I couldilook down
through the moonlight without reeling
dizzily.- - The blind .was strong, firmly
braced, and I felt safe in Its protecBut what about the window
tion.
beyond? Suppose It should be locked?
or the room into which I opened,
occupied? I could not continue to cling
there in uncertainty: I must learn the
truth assure myself that I had not
passed through all this tense agony
.
In vain.
I moved slowly, barely tm Inch at
a time,, each advancing foot feeling
for support, but more confident now
because of the grasp of my fingers on
the upper wood. The window was
closed, but dark and grimy looking,
as though the room within had been
long unoccupied. Its very appearance
gave me courage. I balanced myself
on the precarious footing of the stone,
clinging tenaciously with my left hand
to the iron hinge of the blind,' while
my right endeavored to raise the sash.
the window
At first I believed
firmly fastened down the suspicion
leaving me numb with despair. But
reckless tugging looseneu Jts hold.
and enabled me to shove up the sash
little by little, until finally the open
ing became sufficient for me to squeeze

nni

si.

For Infants and Chfldren.

Author of
"The Sfrange Case
of Cavendish'
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I had fled. I knew this, and In my
exhaustion cared to know no more.
Then I staggered to my knees, and,
with" opened eyes stared curiously
about, gathering my wits together.
There was nothing to see but the
four walls. I tried the door, and It
opened silently, permitting me to
glance out into a' narrow dark hall
way, uncarpeted.
I could dimly
discern the top of a flight of stairs
leading down to the story below.
slipped out, and closed the door softly
behind me, being plunged instantly Into
funereal blackness.
I groped a way forward toward the
stairs, guided by a hand against the
wall, until the touch of the upper rail
assured me of my position. A narrow
strip of carpeting rag I took it to
be from the feeling extended down
the center of the stairs, sufficient to
muffle any footsteps, and I paused
a moment listening for the slightest
noise amid the darkness beneath. All
remained still and mysterious; so that
I drew forth my shoes from a coat
pocket and slipped them on.
Twice the boards creaked ominously
under my tread, sounding terrific In
that Henee, and causing me to hang
in suspense over the banister rail,
holding my breath in fear of discovery.
At last I attained the wider space at
the bottom, and sought blindly to explore my surroundings.
But for the
carpet underfoot, and a small sofa
encountered in a recess, I would have
believed myself in a deserted house.
I knew I was on the third floor, yet
uiere was no curve In the banisters,
showing a way to the next flight of
stairs, nor could I locate them by any
effort. As the tesult of blindly groping
about, I lost all sense of direction and
must have wandered into a side room
through an undraped recess, for I
suddenly brought up against a table.
littered with papers and books.
Startled by this encounter into a
realization that I was lost in a strange
house at nn unholy hour of the morn
ing, and that the slightest misstep in
that darkness might result in an alarm
to awaken every sleeper, for a few
minutes I did not venture to move in
any direction. Yet manifestly I could
not remain there Indefinitely, and so,
blindly choosing a course, I set forth,
feeling a way cautiously forward until
I first ran into a chair, and then struck
one hand against a side wall. I fol
lowed this latter as best I could.
inspired by the thought that If I continued this course long enough I must
attain the opening through which I
had entered the room. On the wy
my hands felt the outlines of a closed
door, and, In aimlessly groping about,
encountered a key in the lock. It
was so inserted as to be extracted
at the touch of my fingers and instantly a tiny ray of light tehot forth
through the vacated hole. It was such
a relief in the heart of that darkness
as to cause me to quickly bend down
and endeaver to view the scene within.
It was evidently a chamber of some
size, and well furnished, rather dimly
illuminated by a single shaded electric
globe, a handsome green rug on the
floor, and numerous pictures hung
about the walls. I could perceive the
outlines of a bed at one side, barely
within the range of the vision, and
opposite this an ornate dresser, with'
three mirrors. But what my eyes
rested upon with greater interest was
a luxurious leather couch beside the
further wall on which a woman rested,
with some sort of covering draped
about her. She lay with face toward
the wall, motionless, and to all appear
ances sound asleep.
To arouse her was the last thing
I desired, and I would have slipped the
key back into the lock, and stolen
silently along in the darkness, had she
not suddenly stirred, flinging out one
hand as though in fear of some dream,
and turned partially, so that her face
became clearly visible.
The sleeper
was Marie Gessler! For a moment I
could scarcely credit the discovery;
yet there could be no mistake.,. I remembered too - well every characteristic of the girl, to be deceived.
(TO BBJ CONTINUED.)

Reasonable

Excuse.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, the noted food
expert, and Dr. Samuel Wilson, retired minister, were discussing old
times one day last week.
Both the men are graduates of Hanover college, near the Ohio river, along
which the minister, spent bis early
years.
"I remember the great floods of '82,
'83 and '84" said Drl Wilson. "During one of those floods we had to retire to the second floor, and then to
the third floor.
"We had to cook our food over the
grate," he recalled. "In the morning
we would let down a bucket on a
rope' to the milkman, who came In a
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HOUSES aneeeeafullr treated with

Spohn's Distemper Compound
With tha approach of fall and winter horses ara again mora
Habla to contract contagloua dlaeaaea DISTEMPER, INFLUENZA, COUGHS and COLDS.
Aa a preventiva against theae,
an occasional dose of "SPOHN'S" Is marvelously effeotlva. Aa
e remetíy for caaea already suffering;. "SFOHN'B" ia equally
effective. Olva it aa a preventive.
Don't wait, lit cents and
.
11.20 per bottle af drug stores. ..
OSHEN, INDIANA
erOHN HEDICAX. COMPANY
Heard It Before.
In an attempt to be Jocular at a lit
tle gathering I related a good Joke I
had heard somewhere, turning It into
a personal experience to make It more
attractive. I did not. recall Just at
the time where I had heard It until a
young man asked me if I bad seen a
certain show In town, to which I re
plied I had.
'That's where I heard that same
Joke," he replied.
It was then that I. remembered
where I had heard It, and you can
wager my complexion looked pretty
dork for a few moments. Exchange.

Much Cheaper Now.
"These lett.ers, your honor," said
the lawyer for the fair plaintiff,
"were written to my client by the
defendant. You will observe that
they are filled with' passionate terms
of endearment ánd signed 'Your Sugar

Lump.''

"Your honor," Interrupted the defendant, "please bear in mind that the
ypung woman asks $100,000 for being
deprived of her 'Sugar Lump,' and 1
would like to call your attention to
the fact that sugar has gone down."
Birmingham

Age-Heral-

Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear

Hall's Catarrh Medicine

Those who are In a "run down" condi
tion will notice that Catarrh bothers them
much more than when they are in good
health. This fact proves that while Catarrh is a local disease, it is greatly Inby constitutional
fluenced
conditions.
HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE is a
Tonic and acts through the blood upon
the mucous surfaces of the body, thus

reducing the inflammation and assisting
mature in restoring normal conditions.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

the face with Cuticura Ointment
Wash off Ointment In five minute
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. II
is wonderful sometimes what Cuticura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
itching and red rough hands. Advertising.

Passing of the Fiacre.
Paris is losing its fiacres and this
means of transportation is. being reIce Barrier Caused Falls.
Niagara Falls came into existence placed by the taxis. A few years ago
because ice in past ages closed the it was computed that there were 8,000
ancient outlet of Lake Erie. The lake of these small carriages moving about
overflowed along a new course, which the streets of Paris, but at last count
there, were only a few more than 200.
caused it to tumble over a cliff.
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Take ai gomóse of Carter's Little Liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few niehts after. A
few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
They regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation.
Oenolne
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Compulsory Elegance.
Is there any reason why the farm
ers should not appear in dress coats

Most of Them Behave.
"Who is that gentleman?"
"One of our obscure millionaires."
ancTpatent leather shoes?"
"Do you mean to tell me a man
"I s'pose not," replied Farmer Corn- - worth millions in this country can bt
tossel. "Maybe It's what we'll be obscure?"
brought to. Dress coats and patent
"Certainly. They don't all get lnt
leathers is about all some of these the divorce courts." Birmingham
mstlcators leave behind to apply on
their board bills."
If you are henpecked you need nol
And Attractive.
crow about it.
"What is meant by a 'national fig
ure,' pa?"
Marriage has soured the sweet dis'A dollar mark, my son."
position of many a fair maid.
Age-Heral-

--

skiff."

Dr. Wiley smiled.
"That would be some excuse for
watering the milk," he said.

Never say"Aspirin without saying "Bayer'

A 81am.
Warning I Unless you see the name
through. I felt as though I had reHe Witty people make me tired.
"Bayer"
on package or on tablets you
turned from the dead, the nervous reShe Trying to keep up with them, are not getting genuine Aspirin preaction so great that I lay for a moment I suppsse. Boston Transcript
scribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
on the floor where I had fallen, un
and proved safe by millions. Take
able to move. I knew I was alone,
It must be awfully nice, to fee so years
Aspirin only as told In the Bayer pack
the space untenanted, the walls as rich that yon can afford to grumble
bare as la that other room from which about the enormous taxes you pax, . age for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,

Rheumatlsm, Earache,
Toothache
Lumbago and for Pain. All drugglsti
sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin in hand
tin boxes of 12, and In bottles of 24 and
100.
Aspirin Is the trade mark ol
Bayer Manufacture of MonoacetlcaciA
ester of Saltcyiicadd.

THE
NOTICE

NOTICE
.
We are now ready to build
house or garage
that fire proof
"
cement steam
of
out
for you,
ured blocks or brick, both face
or common finish. This is the
Jhollow wall system which means
a dry house, we also do General
Contracting and Carpenter and
Mill work.
Roy cement Products Co.
John H. Hornbaker, Prop.
Roy, N.M.
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I have decided to put on two
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ROY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

LIBERTY"

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay,
ton, New Mexico,
August 19, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
James I. Malone, of Rosebud,
Harding Co, New Merico, who,
on July, 15! h, 1921. made Addi

Frieda Mitchell',
to teach the school this year;
has resigned her position and
gone to Albuguerque to. enter
the University of New eMxico,
the best wishes of Miss Mitchell's friends will follow her in
her determination for a bettter
Miss

V.

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN
ia what yor CALVES need.

who-wa-

trucks oh the City Dray within
the next few days and will be
able to handle all of your hauling, draying etc. Will also be
able to do some wheat hauling
and long distance trips. When
in need of any of this line of
Homestead Application, No. 027 education.
work to be done, call or phone
NEV4-SEi- i,
Miss Kriegel, recently of Cam575. for SEVÍ-NEme.
33. T 18 N pana, N. M., but a former resiSec.
Seidel.
Frank J.
Sec. 4 and dent of Colorado, has succeeded
Manager City Dray. R 31 E.
Section 3, Township Miss Mitchell, and the school is
17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meri- progressing nicely under her maNOTICE
dian, has filed notice of inten- nagement.
All parties indebted to the tion to make Final Three Year
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Moore,
Liberty Garage, must either pay Proof, to establish claim to the last Saturday.
same, or make arrangments with land above described, before F.
The beautiful little adobe bunR. A, Pendlton by the 1st, day II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at galow of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
or uciooer.
umciwisc un n his office at Roy, New Mexico, Mitchell is approaching comple- ,
.
Dnw nnil COirA áACT
on the 12th drf of October, 1921 tion
Claimant names as witnesses:
l. N. DeWeese of Msquero,
NOTICE
Ollie Kershner. of Roy, Nevv!was a business visitor in our
Merico. C. II. Pryor, of Rosebud, community Mondav.
.

'iSJlJEl

DONOTDELAY.

Agent.

MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
Roy. New Mexico.

Si2-SE-

E'i-NEi-

Arc you losing money by selling CREAM too cheap. Ship to
TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
and you will notice the differenAdv.
ce in CREAM check.

A,

NOTICE Mr.

HOME OWNER

--

.
...
Cold Bracelet on ot-'- .
turday Sept, 17th, feither at the
fair grounas. or in ion. office
n
at the
reward.
receive
and
.

tost

SPANISH-AMERICA-

THERE IS NO BETTER TIME THAN
STUCCOED

BY INFERIOR

WORKMEN

IT DONE

CAN HAVE IT DONE BY

'

Spanish-America-

TO HAVE THAT HOUSE

RIGHT NOW
WHY VAVE
WHEN

YOU

AN EXPERIENCED WORK

SEE
MAN AT NO EXTRA COST WHATSOEVER.
Mr. j. y. Woodard has pur-o- f
To all persons knowing them- New Mexico, Howard Anderson,
notes
and
Rosebud, New Mexico,
chased a new Sampson Tractor
selves due to me on sale
E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
of October 15th, 1919, please W. A. Rockwall of Rosebud, New ;0f the F. S. Brown Motor Co. of
NEW RESTAURANT
Roy.
make settlement on or before the Mexico.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
leased 15th of October. Interest added
Paz Valverde,
B. R. Stuart and family were
Mrs. Minnie Horn has
buildRegister.
the Sunday guests of Barney Miat the rate of 10 percent from
two rooms in the Lucero
about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
tchell and family.
date of sale.
ing and will open up a first class
want.
T. II. Blankenship,
T. M.'Ogden and wife, Geo.
restaurant and short order. She
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
next
Winfield, Texas.
Lucas and family, worshipped at
will be ready for businessregular
Roy Sunday.
Monday, and will serve
Interior,
Department of the
expene-,.,- 4
Mrs. Homer Parks is in the
Clay
meals. Mrs. Horn is.an
at
McCormick
OFFICE
LAND
S.
U.
One
FOR SALE
r,v nnd á restaurant lady
hospital
at Roy4 many friends
sea- ton, New Mexico,
pu- Row Binder, used only one
hope
her speedy recovesy.
for
boand asks for a portion of ie
1921.
Mower,
19,
August
son, One' McCormick
Watch the
Mr.
Mrs. L. A. Canon,
and
given
blics trade.
hereby
that
is
NOTICE
bargain.
th at a
Ü.
O.
and family were the
Canon
oí
next week for her advertisement
James F. St Peters, Mosquero,
Paul Roeber,
Adv.
New Mexico, who, on Oct. 2nd, Sunday guests of Lonnie WoodHome- ward and family.
(Bonded)
2000 samples to select, from. 1919. made Additional
FARMERS
Mrs. J. J. Jackson has gone to
No.
for
026903,
NOTICE
Entry
stead
W2
Owens Bean Order that suit now. THE CITY of
of Section 18, Township Missouri for an extended visit.
I have a 4
E2
Mosquero, New Mexico
N.M.
ROY
and
shelter,
SHOP.
Miss Nola Canon, who is at
TAILOR
n
corn
17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.r.
Thresher and
your
hns fild notice of inten tending school in Dawson, is
I am in the marketcomforshelling
"Prompt and Efficient Servitt"
BAUM BROS
tion trt niülfa Finn! Thrpp Year mwressing nicely, and her ma
bean threshing and
know
she
glad
wm
to
are
ny
ana
friends
the
worK
to
I can do the
At the old stand with a f ull line Proof, to establish claim
We are ready to make your Abstracts; now.
A.A. is setting along so nicely.
innri
. iWvibpd. , before
predate your patronage . bee of:
.
.
u.i.v nWo
.1
i writ il
i
l:
ana
nail inresning
ine luaio
me or write at once.
SELF OILING WINDMILLS, Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, Me-atcrew have about completed their
Ab Waggner
PITMPS AND CASING, EMER his office in Mosquero, New
in tins community, wnae
R.F.D. A. Mills. N.M.
SON. OLIVER AND JOHN xico on the 12 th day of
the wheat is not good as last
1VRERE LINE OF IMPLEME her 1921.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
,
damage
ÍET YOUR COAL FOR
NTS. GRAIN DRILLS AND Claimant names as witnesses: iyear, on account oi meways
are
high
yet
by
the
hail,
James A. Mcintosh, George
Z PUMPING ENGINES.
ana wagon
TYanV Weir and Boss covered witn true
Cash or Terms
gwng
w miivcu
íoaas
wnein,
oi
Mexico.
New
Gale all of David,
1UC BLI1111K viuua nave ucwi
Paz Valverde,
,
THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
beautiful, and the lateness of
Register.
......
'the frost, is giving the crops
(UaVA
All work neatly and promptly done.
'
'
ampie ume fior jnuiuiiw, mcic
022747
Serial No.
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
in the Old Bentley Building
Located
an abundance of hay
Contest No. 6364 has beenwaste,
SHARE OF YOUR PAJEQNAGg
A
SOLICIT
WE
For sale by the case
because the far
crone to
CONTEST
OF
NOTICE
and in 5 tfal. cans
"
"
mers were too busy to take care
Win. Schoenerstedt Prop.
Department of the Interior
of it.'
ACETYLENE WELDING AND Retailed by all
New Mxico.
Mills,
United States Land Office
DISC ROLLING
Leading Grocers
Tucumcari. New Mexico "MIKE" OTERO CHOSEN
AT THE OLD STAND,
Italian Bees and Queens
HEAD OF LEGION IN
WITH THE LIBERTY
September, 23, 1921
NEW MEXICO.
GARAGE
HONEST TEST CORRECT LUTHERAN CHURCH NEWS
To Claude L. Ingram of Bry- Miguel A. Otero Jr. of Santa
- GOOD SERVICE
Springer, New Mex, antine, N. M. Conestee:
Fe. was elected commander of WEIGHT
P.O. Box
Sunday School and Preaching
CREAM to TRIship
you
when
and has
You are herey notified that. the AmericanLegion
Services will be heid In the
NIDAD CREAMERY
George A. Osborn, who gives sent his resignation as member
Brand school house Sunday Oct,
of the legislature to the Secre:
If you want a Galleros, N. M. as his post-of- A BARGAIN
9th, beginning at 10. A. M. The
on the best wheat farm
bargain
ivv
20-- 28
Case
NOTICE
.
Chapman
One
Theme for the pastors' sermon
Commander
SALE:
Former
FOR
Separator in A-- l cndition. Also in Harding County, write me at 1921, file in this office his duly of Gallup has been elected natiowill be "The One Thing Needful"
I will cut your feed on shares, All are welcome.
one Titan Tractor. These are pr- once. If taken soon wilt sei corroborated application to con- nal committeeman and Don Milfew
iced to selll. Write, phone or see cheap, 320 acres and only a
J, M, Elder,
DAadms. Pastor,
test and secure tht cancellation ler of Tyrone alternate. Other
j
town.
City
from
miks
Joe F.Mitchell, R.F.D.1
No. officials will be selected this afSerial
Homestead
your
of
T. H. Blankenship,
nt
ternoon. L?.s Vegas was chosen
Wtnfield, 'iexas. 022747 made March 13, 1920; as the next convention city.
for SEti of Section 6, Tow
A pwut sftirit of
To all whom it may concern
pri.
reasonabe
Service,
Quick
given
that
15 N, Range 31, East N. M. P. md general
prevail?
Notice is hereby
Otero wsa not a candidate for
all those who owe me notes on ces, Steam Vulcanizing; all work Meridian, and as grounds for
and do not settkrsame guaranteed, at. the. SERVICE contest he alleges that the.
the position of commander.
has never established reat the First National, Bank; by GARAGE.
sidence on the above described FIRST GAME OF WORLD'S
September 5th, samé. will be plaMills, New Mexiso. ntry; that he had wholly abanSERIES SET FOR OCT. .'.5
ced in the hands of an' attorney
WANTED 150 farmers from doned the same and that mch
for immediate collection.. Pleato ship CRE- abandonment has existed for
crios will ooen
se give this yourjumediate at: this neighborhood
.
CREAMERY more that six months last past on the Polo Grounds at New.
TRINIDAD
to
AM
tent ion.
guaCOMPANY. A bigger check
and next prior to this date; tnat york on October. 5th j unless, Vit-h- p
T. A. Smith,"
Adv.
Cisco, Texas. ranteed.
has wholly failed to improve fshuro- should lose the Giants
or cultivate thesame as required) out ot'the P9tirnaHeguenennant.
mcu resident iiyaier,
by the nomesteaa uiws,
defect- still xists and the de- - at 'the meeting in Commissioner;
faults ;have? .not' been cured to Landis' offiee' to: day, at, $iieh
l-Dthis date-;- .
B.;B. John'st)'n: represented 'the
luiii,jmau
Aiupncau league.
been nor is. he now engaged in
It wa sdecided that the first
the Military Department ot the two games 'will be played o,the
United States, in either its Ar- National League '., gmmds,;p.ro-vidin- g
:
Cleveland should win. In
my or Navy, engaged in Service
on the border of Mexico, in the the event the Yankees .win the
"A Rumely OilPull praetor will materially .decrease 'the
war against Gennany and her American league pennaijt, ail-j- .
cost of every, belt pperajtion"on.your fárm baling hay or
allies, nor is he in concentration games'-.wil- l
bo played .mtjNew'.
straw, filling the silo, grinding feed, etc.
camps elsewhere.
the same:
York as both clubs-us"
""
"
further
therefore,
,v
You are.
For theOilPuiris1 Specially adapted, through superior
r.r.r
park.
' desigri',
í
.
fof
The belt pulley is placed, well up on
notified that the said allegations
the right hand, side so the operator, without leaving the
will be taken as confessed, and NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,;
, .,
...
cab, can line up, back into the belt and start and stop the
o
vour said entry will be canceled
belt. Then there is the patented front axle shifting device
Department of the Interior,
without further right to be heawhich gives arcple belt clearance without the necessity of
rd, either before this office or U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
HONEST "TEST CORRECT WEIGHT
sacrificing any of the strength of the OilPull frame.
on appeal, if you fail to file in ton, New Mexico,
August 19, 1921. s
this office within twenty days
The OiiPulí is built from the ground up to use cheap
publication
hereby given that
is
FOURTH
after the
kerosene ior fuel and the world records it has held for the
. NOTICE
of this notice, as shown below, Lee West, of Roy, Harding Co.
last nine years prove its efficiency in burning kerosene.
your answer, under oath, speci- New Mexico, who, on November,
It is famous for dependability and long life. You never
fically responding to these al- 2nd, 1916. made Addl Homestead
hear of stopping the baling job to tinker with the tractor,
legations of contest, together Application, No. 023278, for
if it's an OilPull. And an OilPull works on and on for
Sec. 4. and
with due proof that you have
years in fact, many of the first Oi!Pul!s built twelve years
Served a copy of your answer on Sectoin 9, Township 18 N. Ranago are still working regularly after a dozen years' conthe said contestant either in per- ge 26 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
tinuous service.
son or by registered mail.
filed notice of intention to make
These are a few of the OilPull advantages that should
You should state in your an- Final Three Year Proof, to esta
recommend
it to you.
deofpost
to
swer the name of the
blish claim
the land above
Four sizes
fice to which you desire future scribed, before F. II. Foster, U.
and
H. P. Which
is your size?
S. Comriiiss'oner, at hu office at
notices to be sent to you.
Roy, Nov Mexico, on the 12th
I. J. Briscoe,
:
Register. day of October 1921.
Anderson Garage & Machine Works.
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Roy, New Mexico.
Receiver.
Solóme Naranjo, Isidro West,
Pablo Trujillo, and Dem itrio
D?e of fiM wibication
;
.
- " " bcwlltl
Gara, all ai Roy, New Uadec.
at
" Third
Paz Valverde,
j
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We buy cream direct from the
producer only and offer

e-BeJt"-

:

:

-

belt-work-

Cans returned and check mailed
DAILY

SVfe-SE1-

4,

NM.-NEI-

A trial shipment will make you
A Regular shipper Try us and

(

SEE

12-2-

TRINIDAD CREAMERY

"company.
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" Fourth

10-22-- 21
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Events

3vlql,ijiu If Kqsy
It's pretty easy for the farmer
to jump in" his automobile and
run to town w hen he has a little
business at the bank, but is is
easier to just drop a note in the
mail and let the earner bring it
in. This bank will give your
majled instructions the most particular attention and we want
all our customers to feel at liberty to hand us any desired directions by mail with the assurance that' the same will be attended t promptly and carefully. Mail your checks for deposit, your orders for bank drafts,
your remittances for notes due.

Fireworks
Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Friday

,

ENTER
ALL
EXHIBITS
OCT. 4

of EXHIBITS, AUTO
RUNNING RACES
WEST EVENTS
RACES CARNIVAL
DANCLNG

Payment of Premiums '
COWBOY'S REUNION
and PARADE
BARBECUE, SPECIAL
EVENTS, RUNNING RACES
CARNIVAL, DANCING.

AUCTION SALE
.
CHILDREN'S
PARADE
RACES, STUNTS
SPECIAL and NOVELTY
EVENTS
CARNIVAL
FOOTBALL GAME

OCT. 6

OCT. 7

OCT.5

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

,.

.....

Fair

Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
MEMBKH FEDEUA1. KKSEKYH

JUDGING
PARADE
WILD
NOVELTY

BANK

Come

NOTICE OP SALE OF SCHOOL
BONDS OF SCHOOL DIS
Mesa
TRICT NO. 1

W. H. Gay of Kephart, has
Flour at the
been hauling wheat to Roy the
Co .
Fred Duebler of Ceiling, Okla, past two weeks.
.
Of the County of Harding, Sta- is visiting relatives in Roy this
W. H. Willcox and wife spent
te of New Mexico, formerly week.
several days this week in Roy
School District No. 45, Mora
Prof. Hendricks made a busi from their ranch near Optimo.
County, New Slexico.
ness mp to Albuquerque the
Notice is hereby given that urst ot the week.
Mrs. Smith, mother of E. C.
I, the undersigned, Treasurer of
Smith
of Granville, is spending
the County of Harding, of the
Harry Broekman of Mills, a few weeks visiting at the home
'
State of 'New Mexico, will offer was loolring over the County of her son.
for sale and sell, at the town of High School town Wednesday.
Mosquero, Harding County, New
R. L. Keller of Mosquero, is
Mexico, on the 25th day of OctA large crowd attended the the proud owner of a new Case
ober, A. D. 1921., 'Six (6) Ne- Roy Freeman sale last Tuesday
and is also the authorized
gotiable Bonds of the denomi- most everythingsold well.
The Case dealer at Mosquero, N. M.
nation of FIVE HUNDRED land was not sold.

f

-

Fair

RATON

' Jl good bank for everyone "

"

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

J

ROY, NEW MEXICO. OCTOBER 1st, 1921.

.

.

15-2-

7,

--

($500.00) Dollars each, of School

-

District No. 1, of the County of
Harding, formerly school district No. 45 of the County of, Mora
of the State of New Mexico.
Said Bonds to become due not
less than twenty (20) nor more
than thirty (30) years after
date, and redeemable at the pleasure of the School Directors of
School District No. 1, of the
County of Harding, of the State
of New Mexico, at any time after ten (10) years from the
date of said Bonds.
Said Bonds shall bear interest
at the. rate of six (6) percent
per annum, interest payable
at the office of the
Treasurer of Harding County,
New Mexico, in the town of Mos-

W. H. Mock, the popular pain-

M. A.

Weisdorfer who has
been visiting relatives and frie
nds m Koy the past several
weeits returned home last week.

ter who has just returned from

a trip to California, was called
to Anthony Kansas by. the sudden illness of his brother.

Remember the Rov Public
Mrs. W. L. Russel left for a
Schools and the Harding Coun
ty High school will open for few days visit with her parents
work Monday morning October at Rosebud. In the "meantime
"Jimmie" is batching it and says
old.
"Oh, you batchelor days!."
Mr. Yates and Sons of Yates-villwere business visitors in
The Amateurs of Roy played
Roy Monday and traded with a game of Ball Sunday afternoon
Roy merchants.
on their diamond in the north
part of town. The Protestant
Mrs. Homer Parks who was boys played the Catholic boys
operated on last week at the and the final count was a few
Plumlee Hospital, is reported scores in favor of the Protesdoing nicely, and is on the road tant boys.
quero, New Mexico, said bonds to recovery.
will be sold to the highest bidder
J, S. Horton of Solano, was in
thereof, for cash.
Provided
R. P. Shaya leftfor Duran Tu- Roy
the first of the week and
however, said Treasurer cannot esday where he will spend seveaccept any bid for said bonds ral weeks looking after the af- while here purchased a new Ford
which is less than Ninety (90) fairs of his Uncle who was mur- touring car from the Beck Motor Company. Mr. Horton says
cents on the dollar.
dered at that place a few weeks
he is s getting tired of walking
Ernest G. Parkes,
ago by bandits.
and hereafter will let his Lizzie
Treasurer of Harding County,
do the work.
ew Mexico.
Dr. Breaker left to visit his
wife and other relatives in Texas
L. S. Smith ..and Rev.
vwe wener state manager this week. He expects to be go- W.Rev.
Li Masagee will begin a profor fie Chas Wfeld Company at ne about two weeks.
tracted meeting at" Solano next
Albuquerque and Belen, commi-te- d
ICimJnn .li.,'..
II
suicide at the Chas
feld
R. Kilmurray the obliging cond. Rev. Smith
an'evaniareis
home at Las Vegas last Satur- manager of the Koy Fool Hall is
eve
oi
consiaeraDie
note
iisi
and
day afternoon. El health and me proua possessor of a new
to eome out
over work is attributed as the Chevrolet car which he purcha- rybody is invited
and attend thé ; meetings that
cause of his rash act
sed Tuesday morning from the
will continue for several days.
F. S. Brown Motor Co. Richard
Horner Holmes, delegate from has already become an expert
H. likrns," one of thé hust
the Roy Post of the American Chevrolet chauffeur.
ling tfértmer of the Pasamohte
Legion to the State Convention
at Silver City, arrived home Messrs. Townsend. Caris and neighborhood, w as inHoy JIon- a, once waver or uie
Tuesday. He reports a great Exum and families of Ralls, Tex- - uay lak
County High' School Holm and
UTAVA lAAlTlflff MTAW (KA MAMA
Convention and many imporlth our progressive ,
tant matters disposed of. The the latter part of last
rriuit; ii ere ne cal
next Convention will be held in
and had the date
September 1922 at East Las days visiting at the Butleson led on the
changed
paper
;
his
of
to the latVegas.
and Kidd homes.

WE CALL PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE TAILORING OF

,

e,

nnually

.

Which has put them in the front

rank

among merchant

tailors

in the United States . They are
foremost in styles and select their

fabric from only the bet mills and
test each piece of cloth to assure
them that they are all wool. This
assures you the best in quality
style and service Let us take
your measure now.

Iff Yhf

JEW.

V.

Trie
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FLOERSHEIM
MERCANTILE
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ter part of .1922.
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By Charle
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Shock,

Correcting an Erroneous Impression
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Grand Master Byrne "of the
I.O.O.F Lodge was in Roy the
latter part of the week.
.

C. II. Williams, of Ordway,
Colorado, is the new .Western
Union agent at this place.

LOTS OF THINGS
ARE STARTED

E. J. H. Roy and Famiy,spent
several days this week Visiting
friends and relatives in

that are never finished, but, there never
was a thing finished that wasn't started.
The sooner á thing is started, then the

...

G. Willers father of Chris
Willers, of Alva, Okla., is spen-in- g
f ew weeks with his son and
family on the mesa.

sooner we Accomplish the Undertaking:.

This applies in a special way to the opening of BANK ACCOUNTS. The sooner
the account is opened the sooner the funds
begin to accumulate ; and while it is never
too late to be thrifty the earliest moment
you can begin will not be any ahead of
time.
You will agree with us, we are sure, that
is the simple truth.
We are opening up new accounts every
day, let your's be next. You x'an open up an
account for any amount, and we pay inte-

:

Jh--

l

a--

, We are now prepared to do all
kinds of generator and electrical
work, remember we guarantee
all work.
F. S. Brown Motor Co.

.

;

H. B. Jones,

'

.

.

Car is united to great strength
is proven by the splendid service
it is rendering everywhere under
widely varying conditions.
The lightness of the car keeps the
gas and oil costs down, and its
sound construction renders repairs
infrequent.

?jj
i

;í
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i
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.

J
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i

pla-

Tucumcari the
first of the week. He reports
everything very quiet at the

.Í

v-

V

.

'

1
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;
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55

ce, was up from

The BANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.

CAR--

v.;

i

Sí;

President of the

First National Bank of this

BUSINESS.

I

port business at their garage
very rushing.

Mills, New Mexico.

:

I

r

That the lightness of the Business

Merril Brothers, owners of
theSolano garage, were in Roy
on business Tuesday. They re-

CITIZENS STATE BANK

:'

'

.

Mrs. Myrtle Messner, who has
been visiting friends and relatives in Roy for several weeks,
returned to her home in Raton
last Sunday.

rest on TIME DEPOSITS.

lllltllililli

'

:

ir..

-f

.

,.

Seat

Quay County

A. E. VanDeventer of Denver,
Colo. Adjuster for the fire in-

surance companies which had
losses in the recent fire in Rov
was in town Thursday adjusting
the losses lor Mr. Foster and

&

M

,.r."

-

5V

n

Mr. Lewis.

1I7HEN you have Pump or Wind-mill troubles or have any
W

wark in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Gibson and they will fix it.
0

;

tr

U.J'

Si
HI.;!

C. Y. Hooker, who

WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO REPAIR PUMPS
WINDMILLS OR ANY REPAIRS IN THE
PLUMBERS LINE.
Call JUDY and GIBSON when you are having ttroubles
with that wind mill, or pump., we can fix iL
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERY--- 'THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS
LINE, ALSO DEEP WELL PUMPS.
WINDMILLS, CASING AND MANY
OTHER ARTICLES THAT COME
UNDER THIS LINE OF
WORK.

hss had

charge of the Western Union
for the past several months, has
left for Denver where he will
spend a few weeks before taking up his new" duties at Selida,
Colo. We understand that a certain youg lady was deeply grie-

i

following people have
purchased new Sampson trucks
from the F. S. Brown Motor Co..
during the past week. William
Heath, Russel Kem, J. II. Mahcv-ney- ,
Chris Wendland, W. H. Gay
and Ab Wagner. There is .a rea
son tnat, so many iarmers .are
purchasing Sampson trucks., as
they are considered the best
truck for the money sold on the
Mesa.

JUDY AND GIBSON
duccessor3 to BAUM BROS.
New Mexico"

A number of the young folks
and the older ones too, spent last
Saturday evening at the beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. W. II.
'Guthman. The evening was s pe
nt in. playing . games, dancing
aawt social conversation
A fine

ORA BERNSTOFF
6.RAIN

if you

have any

grin

-

...

:2lr;:

Í
iiii

j

THE WHITE GARAGE
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

The

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED, WE CA3Í FIX IT.

Roy,

:

.

--

'

K-

"I

m

ved because Mr. Hooker changad
locations .

.

'

m

The election returns are still
commff m slow v esDeciallv on
the amendments. Senator Bur- sums' majority still 6tands above the 7000 mark. Amendments
1 and 11 are safe and the chances for No 4 are fairly good
while all others seem defeated.

lencfe was
and Iv&stess

served by 'the host
to those present. All
present .report a. fine . time and
one of those evenings to be long

to séll, see me or write

meTnbere&

F. S. BROWN MOTOR CO
Roy, New Mexico.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals will be received by the County Board of Education of the County of Harding,
New Mexico, in the office of
Mrs, Myra 0. DeFrees, Presi
dent lo'f the said Board, Mosquero, New Mexico, up to 12 o'clock
noon, the 25th day of October,
1921, for the construction of a
Public School House, according
to the' Plans and Specifications
prepared by J. W. Thompson and
Company, Architects, and said
buildine: to be built at Abbott
New Mexico, rithin said County
of Harding.
k certified check, made payable to the said Coiintv JWrH v
T' rT
.: r
Kflucation, aniounting to 3 per
cent of the proposal submitted
miisfaccompahy each bid as

De Laval Cream Separators Sell

at Less Than Pre War Prices.

.

.TT

EASY TERMS!

The bottom has dropped out of the
Power & Light Plant

Western Electric
Pnces. '

Óur Batteiy Station is Equipped
modem with a man in charge who knows
his business.
-

......

Free Water and Inspection.
New and Rental Batteries.

,

a guarantee that" this contractor
éftter into "a contract and
furnish a eood 'feurete bond to
be1 approved by the said Board
m the sum of 33 & 3 per cent
of the, amount of said proposal
for the construction of said buil- Anir.,' The Board hereby reser
ves the .right to reject any and
will,

Taste is a matter oí
t Dbacco quality

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

1--

an dios.

i
im
can
tians anai specmcauons
be 'aeen at the office of Mrs.
Myra 0. DeFrees; President of
Y"V

,

.t

We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Ligeett

it

Myc

Tobacco Co.

Chesterfield
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and

Domestic tobaccos

blended

t

said Board of Education: at the
bounty Court House, Mosquero,
New (Mexico.
r
County Board of Education
of the County of Harding, New

IF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION IS DUE NOW

r

Mexico.

By

Myra

0. DeFrees,

PAY UP

President, Board of
Education.

,

:

Attest:
Wni. G. Johnson.

WE CAN USE THE

Secretary, Harding Cou
nty Board of Education.

MONEY.

GeoE. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mili?, N. M.
Dates at this office.
Zx3.

-

THE SPANIsEMERTCÁN-RO-

NE'
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COUNTY SEAT

NEWS
RAIN is needed to put the
new wheat crop that is just
being planted in proper shape
for the coming winter,
County Treasurer Parkes, has
purchased a lot in the Brown
Adition and will commence the
erection of a lesidence as soon
as the carpenters can be secured.
Mr. Sampton, local blacksmith
has purchased a lot in the southern part of town and has already commenced the building
of a small dwelling house tor
his own use this winter.
Mr. Roy Fuller, who has been
quite sick with
is quite low at the present
writintr. All of his relatives
have been notified of his serious
condition and while it is still
hoped that he may! eventually
recover, grave doubts are entertained as to his ultimate recovery.
.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

NEW PRIC
(F.O.B. DETROIT.)

Typhoid-Phneu-mon-

Chassis - - Runabout - Touring Car Truck Chassis
Coupe - - Sedan

$295
$325
$355
$445
$595
$660

ia

Attorney D. S. Durrin has

co-

mmenced the erection of a building on his main street lot, which
he will occupy as a law office
and leave for rental a part of
same. Already several applications have been filed for the
snace to be rented but no per
manent arrangements have been
made as yet.
Mr. Geo. P. Brown and Emi
lio Truiillo who made a trip to
Taos to look over the large tract
of land that is to be opened, to
the homesteaders in the near

future, returned with the verdict that they "wouldnt give the
price of a filing for the entire
tract" Others who have looked
the proposition over have been
very favorably impressed with
it. Whose opinion is the right
one remains to be seen.

These are the lowest prices of Ford cars

in the history of the Ford Motor Company
Orders are coming in fast, so place
yours promptly to insure early delivery.

Mr. W. P. Mealey, who recen- tlypurchased lots in the Brown
addition in the south part of
town is making arrangements to
commence the erection of a dwe
lling house to be occupied by him
self and family during the co-

BECK MOTOR CO.

ming winter.

reason of important business NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
engagements and was not able
Department of the Interior.
to be present dt the opening of U. S. LAND OFFICE at
the schools.
. .
Mexico.
Mr. Joe- - Spivey and family
Sept, 7th, 1921
returned from a several weeks
Notice is hereby given that
visit to friends and relatives in Roger Q. Stubbs, of Mosquero,
Texas and has again settled N. M. who on Sept, 3, 1918, madown to work on the ranch. The de Additional Homestead Entry
brought back with them a fine 026173. and on May 8, 1919, mababy boy that had been added de Additonali Homestead Entry
to the family during their ab- No. 026176, for Ei2 of Sec 1,
sence.
Tp, 17N, Range 28E, and EA-NeMr. Lawrance and Paul Kingof Sec, 12, Tp. 17N, Range
sbury and Mesdames Duvall and 28E, and Nw& and
Cubbsion returned form the va- of Section 7, Township 17N, Racation spent in the mountains nge 29E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
in .the vicinity of Taos on Sunday filed notice of intention to make '
night and report a most pleasant Fnal Three Year Proof, to esta
interesting and Instructive trip. blish claim to the land above
The Baptist people met anb described, before A. A. Wynne,
enjoyed Sunday services at the U. S. Commissioner, a.t hs offMosquero school house last Sun ice in Mosquero, N. M.. on the
day and the day was made more 26th day of October 1921.
enjoyable by a bountiful feast Claimant names as witnesses :
spread by the ladies at the noon
Phillip S. McDowell, Gregario
nour in good old fashioned pic- Montoya, Augustine Blea, and
nic style.
John C. McNeill all of Mosquero,
Rev. Gardner, Methodist pas- N. M. tor, informs us that he has acPaz Valverde,
cepted a call to a Missouri parish
Register;
and will leave in the near future
for his new field of work He
has been in charge of the Mesa NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
churches for some time and leaU. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayves a host of friends here who
are sorry to lose him from this ton, New Mexico.
Sept, 7th, 1921
field.
Notice
given that
hereby
is
The County Commissioners
were in session this week mak- Bingley D. Atkins, of Abbott,
ing an official count of the Hard- Harding Co,. New Mexico, who.
ing County vote. They found on January, 22, 1918, made Hothat' the Republicans hab car- mestead Application No. 025792
i,
Sec. 5.
ried the county by sixteen votes. for
Sec. 6, WirNwit, Section
All of the amendments earned
with the exception of Nos. 7. 8 8, Township 22N. 'Range 25E.
N.M.P. Meridian, has fled notice
and 10,
A few deductions that we ha of intention to make Final Three
ve made from election and re- Year Proof, to establish claim to
gistration ret 1 ns are as follows the land above described, before
The county is any party s F. H. Foster, U.SL Commissioner
county, and the elections will at his office at: Roy, New Merico
be won by the party that puts on the 24th day of October 1921.
the best ticket in the field. An Claimant names; as witnesses :
A. J. Augur;.
H. B. Martin,
admirable condition. The regis
and:
Shipley
Lonie
Esta Atkins,
tration was. 3000, the total vote
cast was 1243 so that about for- all of Abbott, New Mexco.
. Paz Vafcerde,
ty percent of the voters of the
Register.
county voted at the last election
Cláy-ton,Ne-

w

H

W-S-

Se-Se-

SwVi-SwV-

.

Computing by tiTe rule used by
the U. S. Census authorities the
population based on the registration of the new county is
7,500 But nine socialist votes
and eight independent votes were cast in Harding County.
A car load of ro 1 machinery
has been ordered; by tfce county
emmissioners and will soon be
on the job' getting the Harding
County roads, in: good sliape.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the- Interior
w
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
Clay-ton.Ne-

Mexico.

Mr. Wm. McNeil resigned his
Sept, 7th:, 1921
clerical position with the Wilson
Notice is herefiy gívtíB that
Company this week arJ left for
Santiago Martinez,, of Mosquero,
Los Angeles, California, where
N. M., who on Sept 7,. 1916 ma--1
he has accepted a position with
de. Additional Hohestead, Entry
a bank and intends to reside in
No. 023017, for NwiA-Nethe future. Mr. England, recenI.Swit-Neiand Ey2-Nof
LmaaBeggrgBasaBOBgaaw
tly arrived fom El Paso, Texas,
Judge Julian; Padillas, probate Section 12, Township 1TN. Ranis now derking in the Wilson judge for Harding; County, an- ge 28E, N. M. P. Merridian,. has
Are you getting all your NOTICE OF SALE UNDER Company store.
nounces the first regular term filed notice of intention tro make
NOTICE OF SALE UNDER
CHATTLE MORTGAGE
CREAM is worth? If not, ship
Iiss Lucy Armijo. daughter of the Probate Court at Mosqu- Final Three Year Proof, to es
CHATTLE MORTGAGE
to TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
of Mr. Jose I. Armijo of Mosque- ero on the first Monday in Nov tablish claim to. the: IarreD abov
ro and Mfc, Pedro Martinez of embers
Adv.
well
State
you
New
pay
of
will
)
)
Mexicov
Mexico,
It
described, before- A.. A.. Wynne,
State of New
were united- in the
Mosquero,
1SS.
)SS.
U.S. Comissioner at his officer
holy bondk of Matrimony by Rev
NOTICE OF
of Harding.
)
in Mosquero, N. M. on the 27th
County of Harding.
FOR SALE 1920 Ford
De Keuwer at the Catholic ChuLANDLORDS' SALE
day of October 192L.
Foreclosure' of Chattle Mortgage rng Car, in first class condition Foreclosure of Chattle Mortgage rch at Mosquero on Slonday, SeClaimant names as witnesses :'
WHEREAS, A. N. Woodard, pt, 19th. A crowd of friends State of New Mexico,,
:viii;'M'AS r.portre M. .Lewis must be sold at once.
iSS,
Cruz Baca, Julian Garcia, LuKj.
uoaas.
i.
of Roy, Harding County, State and relatives met at the Armijo County of Harding
)
of Roy, Harding County, in. the
ciano
Baca and Jose. Garcia y
of New Mexico, as mortgagor, home where an ' éílegánt wedding
Landlords sale for rent
State of New Mexico, as mortga-im- i'
all of Mosquero, N. M.
Chavez,
hv ii certain Chattle Mort FOR SALE Four Poland China by a certain chattle mortgage, feast was spread, a big dance
WHEREAS, by virtue of a
Paz Valverde
see
'
'
gage, dated the 5th day of July shoats, elidigable to register,
;
"of 'August, riven and a general good time Hen in behalf of Landlords, as
Register.
dated
day
3rd
the.
uamy
m auuies
enjoyed by the large' Crowd that provided by Statute,. L. F. XL
A. D. 1921, which was
'
D.
A.
'
1921,
which mortgage' was,
Wi..tT
J
T
Wm. Creswell,
v.'. w itn
led for record m the said county
uichch- - rosier, Al.
gauiereuJ i.w uu uuuui
ine lanaiora. 01 uearge
FOR,SAJU0r
9 miles. Southeast of Roy.
aujy mea. to record iníhe saidy,. wedded couple. 'Miss 'LoujéM. 'Lewis, will sell
wt Harding on the 13th day ; of
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Bottling Company,
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Route A. Roy, N.M nty ;
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Unsatlafettory work
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACMnroM our eiptrm.
TORY, YELLOW
FRONT,
1553 CHAMPA STREET,
Alll) K60AK
IfflDAIfC
U rVXVO rjar Phata

KASTMAN
6

FINISHING.
Material,

Till

aaieai.

COMPANY,
KODAK
sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

Coff.
ampia,
$1 00 (or
COFEEE t SPICE
THE
2
and Market 8ta., Ueow, Colo.
Prloee) on

Pre-W- ar

SPRAY

CO.,

lit

MAIU'EL WAVING
We Uad In this as
an other linen. Charles Hair Beauty
Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
PLOWBIIN

Foil

AM. OCCASIONS.
Broadway.
1IEATJTV PAIU.OHS. Hair Good
by
mail. Mlllicent Hart Co.. 721 16th St
Park Floral Co.,

1643

JKWELHV CO. Dia
silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1872.
THK NEW YORK PLEATING CO.
1I0IIM-AIXB-

N

monds, watches,

for beat pleattnf, haautltcblni, connd buttona and but-o- s
solea.
Wrlle tcr cátalos. 1523 Stoat. Demer. Cols.

Only an unlucky man asks you that.
He is either out of tobacco or he isn't
satisfied with the tobacco he has
picked for himself.
Tosmoke a pipe tobacco that doesn't
suit you to a T is to feel a little irritated every time you light up.
Where you should be taking your
comfort, you feel sore over something
missing.
No one is so patient as a
He will smoke one kind of
tobacco that doesn't quite satisfy him
until the cows come home, or until
some trouble crowds him so that he
notices how little comfort he is actually getting from his little old pipe.
But he hasn't been happydimly
he has realized it all the time.
And when he asks someone else for a
pipeful and finally comes upon the
smoking tobacco that is just his oh
me, oh my, but he's a happy man!
He now gets out of his smoking
what others get the solid comfort
that takes the sting out of the alarm
clock mornings and helps his nerves to
relax at the end of a hard day.
.

pipe-smok-

.

Denver. The production of vegetables for market and for seed has developed rapidly In Colorado during the
last
cade, until the annual value of
vegetables and vegetable seed grown in
the state is now nearly as great a? the
annual value of the silver output.
The leading vegetable crops are
cabbage, cucumbers,
tomatoes, lettuce, celery, onions, beans and
weet corn. In the production of can
taloupes Colorado ranks second among
the states, being surpassed only by

California.
Cantaloupes are raised
here both for market and for seed, this
state producing a larger proportion of
the annual seed output of the United
Stati than any other. Reports of
county assessors to the State Immigration Department show that approximately 7,200 acres of cantaloupes were
grown in the state this year, of which
about 1,000 acres were grown for seed.
School Children Greatest Asset,
Washington.
The govenor

of

Kentucky, In an address recently before a gathering of people of all political faiths at Louisville, for the purpose of fittingly starting a campaign
to put over two amendments looking
to the elimination of politics from the
election of the state school superintendent, and the making possible of
more generous financial provision for
the poorer counties In that state, said
the movement was dedicated "to the
ause of Kentucky's greatest asset
Its childhood."
Turks Sell Armenian Girls.
Geneva. The allegation that at least
1,000 Armenian girls who were carried

off to Turkish harems were ultimately
sold Into white slavery throughout the
world, was made In a report presented
to the League of Nations assembly by
Mademoiselle Averesco of Rumania.
Her report said It had been learned
that the Turks, after carrying off the
Armenian girls to their harems, doped
them with opium to weaken their will
and to kill all desire to return home.
Airman Killed In Tryout.
Etampes, France. Cnpt. Bernard de

its

because

we realize how.
many smokers
are still hunting

VEGETABLE CROP NOW .
NEARLY A8 BIQ AS SILVER

forthe right tobacco that wo
make it so easy
for you to learn

if that isn't

Edgeworth.
All you have
to do is to write
"Let me try
your tobacco
on a postcard,
sign your name
and address and
send said nost- card to us. If you want to add the
name of your tobacco dealer, we'll
make sure that he has Edgeworth in
stock in case you like it.
Off to you at once we'll ship postpaid samples of both kinds of Edge-wor- th
Plug Slice and
When it comes, give the little old
pipe a Spring housecleaning and ful it
to the brim with Edgeworth. Settle
back in your chair and put your feet
up somewhere the higher you get
your feet the more comfortable you
feel for a short time. Then light up
and make up your mind for yourself
just what you think of Edgeworth.
Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed into
a cake or plug, then cut into thin, oblong slices. You peel off one thin, fragrant slice, rub it between your hands
to just the fineness you personally like
best, and there ypu have an average
pipeful
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbis Just
the same tobacco already rubbed up
for you. It's ready to pour straight
from the little blue can into your pipe.
Both kinds pack so well that they
light easily. That's why they burn so
freely and evenly to the very bottom
of the little old pipe.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
suit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe-d
are
packages,
lacked in .small, pocket-siz- e
Ín handsome tin humidors, and glass
jars, and also in various handy
quantities
Ready-Rubbe-

d.

ed

the

For

.

free samples

which we

like you to judge, address Larua
& Brother Co., 41 South 21st Street,
Richmond, Va.
To Retaü Tobáceo Merchants If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
parcel post a one- - or
carton
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubbfor the same price you
would pay the jobber.
Would

two-doze-

ed

Romanet, the noted French aviator,
Not So Bad for a Novice.
holder of the world speed record for
"You look like a smart young chap,"
one kilometer, was Instantly killed said the head of a detective agency,
here while taking part In the elimina- "and I'm willing to give you a trial.
tion races for the Deutscli de la Meur-th- e Now, suppose a multimillionaire were
cup.
to tell you he wanted you to trail his
Wife. How would you act?"
:"
British Disperse Indians.
"I'd take matters under adviseCalicut, British India. A British ment."-,
."Well?"
column inflicted a severe defeat on the
"Then I'd see if his wjrte wouldn't
rebellious Indians at Sulliod, Mala,
near Karavarakunda, says an official make me a better offer to trail him."
"You'll do."
statement. The rebels were dispersed
by the British, the statement adds.'.
DYED HER DRAPERIES,
Record Tonnage Through Canal.
SKIRT AND A SWEATER
Despite
Washington.
the worldwide trade depression which held durEach package of "Diamond Dyes" coning the fiscal year 1921 a new high rec- tains directions so simple that any woman
ord was established for American ton- can dye or tint faded, shabby skirts,
waists, coats, sweaters, stocknage passing through the Panama ca- dresses,
ings, hangings, draperies, everything like
rereports
according
to
official
nal,
Dew. Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaranceived here. In a total of 2,892 ship
even if you have never dyed before.
traversing the waterway, 1,212 were teed,
Tell your druggist whether the material
you wish to dye is wool or silk, or whether
American, exclusive of government-owneand chartered vessels. The it is linen, cotton, or mixed goods. DiaUnited mond SoDyes never streak, snot. fade, or
nearest competitor to
easy to tue. advertisement.
States was Great Britain, whose flag fun.
appeared on 970 ships carrying 8,722,-00Animal Superiority.
against 5,179,000 tons freighted
"Did you ever see a movie star with
under American colors. out some kind of silly affectation?"
d

'

',

Urge Tax Cut on Small Incomes.
Washington.
Reductions In the
tax rates on Individual Incomes
of $15,000 or less and a graduated tax
of from 10 to 20 per cent on the
comes of corporations in place of ths
suggested flat rate of 15 per cent, were

proposed In amendments to the Republican tax revision bill offered In
the Senate by Senators Walsh, Massachusetts, and Gerry of Rhode Island,
Democrats, on the finance committee.

"Only one."
"Man, woman or child?"
dog." Birmingham
"Neither. .A
Age-Heral-

WEIGHT REPORTED
Young

78
Woman Only Weighed
Pounds Now Weighs Over 100
and Is Gaining Every Day.

IS IDEAL- -

Soap 25c, Ointment 25 asa 50c, Talc

su

25c

.
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Kept Right
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rap-Idl-

Still 5c

free-for-a-

WRIGLEVS has steadily
price.
kept to the pre-wa- r
And to the same high standard of qualify.

Mi

forty-gallo-

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Hurry, mother I Even a sick child
loves the 'fruity" taste of "California
Fig Syrup" and it never falls to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If constipated, bilious, feverish, fretful, has
cold, colic, or if stomach Is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember a
good cleansing of the little bowels la
often all that is, necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup" which has directions

Three penitentiary prisoners have
been pardoned recently by Governor
Mechem of New Mexlcor two upon the
recommendation of the penitentiary
board, and one upon the recommendation of District Judge Harry P. Owen,
the trial judge, und responsible citizens. ' Those pardoned were : Regino
Gonzales, Valencia county; Jose A.
Morin, Curry county; Luis Carranza,

Valencia county.
The live stock sanitary board of Arizona is sending out warning to cattlemen to guard against "black leg."
There have been' no reports of a prevfor babies and children of all ages alence of the ailment which Is the most
printed on bottle. Mother I You must fatal of all to cattle, but It is pointed
say "California" or you may get an out that the conditions are right for
Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement
the inception and spread of it, as cattle are more susceptible to it ' when
Chinamen invented everything be- undergoing a change from a period of
fore the Caucasians did, Including short feed to one in which they rapidbackscratchers.
ly take on fat.
are being
, Preliminary arrangements
made for the erection of a large cotton
seed 'mill at Loving, N. M. If the plans
are carried out, the new mill will be
put In operation In the next two
months and will cost over $25,000.
Policing of Sonora, Mexico, International boundary line hns been redoubled, to the end that raids by outlaws
be prevented, according to a message
received' by Acting Governor Ernest
Hall' of Arizona from Francisco S. Ellas, governor of Sonora.
The. gross bonded Indebtedness of Arizona is $4,496,275.29, according to a
statement prepared by State Treasurer
Raymond Earhart- - The., statement,
which Is In the form of an affidavit,
,

has been prepared for the First
Bank of Los Angeles, successful
bidders for $1,000,000 worth of Arizona
tax anticipation bonds, he explained.
Grape growers of Arizona met in
Phoenix recently and effected the organization of the Arizona Grape Growers' Association. More than 1,000 acres
of grape lands were signed up In the
association agreement and steps were
taken to perfect the association along
the lines of the California Raisin
T

Of course
the reason
why millions
of men like
Lucky Strike
Cigarette
because

it's toasted
which seals
in the real
Burley taste

Company.

The stery of a brutal attack on Miss
Sadie Champion by cattle rustlers believed to be Mexicans, as related by
her was the result of a disordered
mind, caused by Injuries sustained
when her horse fell on her, officers Investigating, the case declared in Bls-bee.

,
Reports that negotiations are about
to be consummated for the taking over
of the Arizona Copper Company by the
Phelps-Dodg- e
Corporation ' have been
tubstantlated In Tucson by Col. John
C. Greenway, general manager of the
New Cornelia Copper Company.

No other goody lasts so

so little or does
so much for you.
Ions-co- sts

Handy to carry beneficial
In effect-f- ull
of flavcr--a

solace and comfort for
young and old.

n

Hol-broo-

Bogus U. S. Agents Sell Cars.

PARKER'S
Tacoma, Wash. Alleged widespread
HAIR BALSAM
swindling activities by men representKMtoras Color and
ing themselves to be government
I Baaoty to Cray and Faded Hürl
V
agents were revealed by' Capt. George
. Ma l.WM isrUCTUuL
V,
Z i
A, Hunt of the military Intelligence
office at Camp Lewis. Army motor HINDERCORNS Ramon Onraa, Cat.
ate., stops all pain, nauraa comfort to tha
cars and trucks have been represented Íoneea,
eralklue; eaey. leo, fey anall ot at Drag,
.
arises, Ulttwx Caemloai Worka. F.toLoaue, aL X,
for sale at various points through the
middle West and deposits on them DRTCFITO Watson E. Coleman,
have been collected, said the captain.
SaalS) I W )( Adilooand book ire
!The purchaser was told delivery would Satas raasonabla. Hlghaat raieraaoea. Bsstaarrlost,
be made following payment of the remainder to the Camp Lewis authori- KREfeaOli
ties.

Southwest

"Before I began taking Tanlac I only
weighed 7G pounds, I now weigh over
one hundred and am gaining every
day," said Miss LaRue Davis of Chattanooga, Tenn.
(YTeetern Newspaper Bnioo Newa Service. )
"I bought my first bottle of Tanlac .,
The bubllc schools of Artesla opened
at Gas City, Ind., and it helped me so
much that I continued using it. I have with the largest registration In history
always been very delicate and suffered and all the buildings were filled to
a great deal from stomach trouble and their capacity.
Work on the new grade school buildrheumatism. I rarely ever had any apy
petite and simply could not relish any- ing at Des Moines is progressing
thing. I fell off until I only weighed
and will probably be finished by
70 pounds and was so thin I looked the first of November. '
perfectly awful. This Is the condition
The cornerstone of the Children's
I was In when I began taking Tanlac hospital at Albuquerque was laid with
"Oh, I feel so different now. Even the Grand Lodge A. F. & A. M. in
my complexion Is improved. My appecharge of the ceremonies.
tite is good and I can hardly get
Work Is to start .soon on. the new
enough tó eat. Tanlac is simply grand bridge in
the western part of Magdaand I can truthfully say it is the only lena to replace the one which was
medicine that has ever done me any washed away
during the recent floods.
good."
Handcuffed
and guarded by Pima
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
county deputy sheriffs armed with rieverywhere. Advertisement.
fles, five Mexicans were brought into
Tucson, following a
fight at
An Imperfect Container.
Vail station, near Tucson.
"Her tears gave the tiling away."
Plans for the leasing of all proper"Well, we might have known it
ties owned by the Arizona Gypsum
would leak out."
Company to the Arizona Gypsum Products Company of Los Angeles, have
If You
a Medicina
. been completed In Phoenix.
Deputy game wardens in the vicinYou Should Hava tlia Best ity of Des Moines, N. M., are making
a drive on sportsmen who have been
fishing without licenses. Several men
Have you ever stopped to reason why
it is that so many products that are ex- have been arrested and fined to the
tensively advertised, all at once drop out limit.
The
of sight and are soon forgotten?
Work will be started at once on the
reason is plain the article did not fulfill new high school at Logan, N. M., which
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine. when completed will cost $26,000. The
A medicinal preparation that has real new building will be built of native
curative value almost sells itself, ss like rocks and will contain six large class
an endless chain system the remedy is rooms.
recommended by those who have been
At a recent meeting of the city counbenefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for cil of Clayton, N. M., It was decided
example
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
a to purchase a modern fire fighting mapreparation I have sold for many years chine for the city which will Include a
and never hesitate to recommend, for in new motor truck, two
almost every case it shows excellent re- chemical tanks and 300 feet of fire
sults, as many of my customers testify. hose.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
At a recent meeting of the school
sale."
According to sworn statements and board of Capitán, N. M., plans were
verified testimony of thousands who have completed for the purchase
of the
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Howard hall, which will be used for
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
the athletic department and manual
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney, training in connection with the. high
liver and bladder ailments; corrects uri- school.
nary troubles and neutralizes the uric
N. C. Frenger, secretary of the board
acid which causes rheumatism.
of regents of the New Mexico College
Xou may receive a sample bottle of
Arts, has
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address of Agriculture
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., announced the appointment of H. J.
and enclose ten cents; also mention this Bardsley of Lexington, Ky., as the
paper. Large and medium size bottles head of the poultry department at the
for sale at all drug stores.Advertlsement
State College farm.
A complaint directed, against the
Dog
Cat.
and
The
the
Apache Railway Company and, seeking
"Has your wife any pets?"
"Yes, but I'm not one of them.- "- relief from alleged exorbitant freight
k
rates on wool from Cooley to
Detroit Free Press.
has been filed with the corporation "commission of Arizona by the
MOTHER! MOVE
A. B. Shuster Company "of Holbrook.
The rate now charged, the complaint
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
sets forth, is 58.6 cents a hundred
pounds.

you know

Cuticura Soap
For the Hands

Éííer Every Meal

WONDERFUL GAIN IN

IN

whtra

Bencl
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THE FLAVOR

LASTS

WATER FROM ARTESIAN WELL

REALLY NOTHING TO MENTI0Ü

Why Method of Bringing It to Sur-- Outside of a Few Little Pleasantries
Campaign in Chiggersville Was
face Is Only Successful In Cer-- ,
a Quiet Affair.
tain Localities.
-

Artesian wells are possible only In
"Was the last municipal campaign
certain localities. When there are in Chiggersville a lively one?"
impervious strata lying between
i'No," said Squire Wltherbee. " "I
pervious beds the water percolating can's say it was as lively as soma
through will be Imprisoned; lying up- political fights we've had there in th
on the lowest, and rising to some old town,"
point, in the highest, when a previous
"The candidates didn't indulge lrj
stratum brings it to the surface and personalities?"
It escapes In the form of spring. If,
"None to speak of. The Hon. Jasper
however, a shaft can be sunk to the Suggs, who was a candidate for mayor,
lowest point, the water of the whole called the Hon. Cicero Fllllklns, wh
basin will pass upward for escape was th' rival candidate, a pillager of
and will rise to a level corresponding widows an' orphans, a
to the greatest height to which the skunk an' a
hound, an
Imprisoned strata reaches.
The wells Fllllklns told the voters that Suggs
were named from one at Artols, was a wolf In sheep's clothing, an' a
France, which was the first sunk with
political
full knowledge of the principle In- turncoat, but outside of a few llttla
volved. The Chinese from time Im- pleasantries like that It was one of
memorial have used these wells, and the quietest campaigns we ever had
they have also been used for cen- In Chiggersville."
Birmingham Age
turies In the neighborhood of Vienna. Herald.
The artesian well at Grenoble, near
Paris, throws water to a height of 32
Try Being Poor.
feet above the surface at the rate of
"What's the good of wealth?"
more than 500 gallons a minute.
"What, indeed? I have four auto
Boston Globe.
mobiles and the doctor says I must
No man Is so peaceful that he isn't walk to and from the office." Boa
proud of his ancestors that fought In ton Transcript.
the wars.
The young man who gets a good
People agree with you because they start In life doesn't always make ft
satisfactory finish.
don't care.
white-livere-

d

flop-eare- d

booze-guzzlin- g

.

Do you know what constitutes
a strong constitution?
To have sound, healthy nerves, completely under
control, digestive organs that are capable of absorbing
a hearty meal, means you have a strong constitution!
Your general attitude is one of optimism and energy.
But an irritable disposition, frequent attacks of
indigestion, and a languid depression, indicate your
system is not in correct working order.
Probably you are not eating the proper food.
Probably the nutritious elements are not being
supplied to your system in the proper way.
Grape-Nu-

is the wholesome, delicious cereal

ts

that promotes normal digestion, absorption and elimination, whereby nourishment is accomplished withA rnixture of energy-givin-g
out
comprise the chief elements
barley
wheat and malted
A dish at breakfast or lunch is an
of Grape-Nut- s.
excellent, wholesome rule to follow.
at any and every hotel,
You can order Grape-Nurestaurant, and lunch room; on dining cars, on lake
boats and steamers; in every good grocery, large and
small, in every chy, town or village in North America.
ts

Grape-Nut-

s

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

,

TTIE
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MILLS AND VICINITY

The cool frosty mornings which we had the past week, have
awakened us to the fact that we
have no clothes.
Jimmie Carter is sporting a
new bicycle since last Saturday.
Mrs. Elmer Iloltsclaw arrived
Tuesday for a visit here with

WHY NOT?

SHAYA'S
Dry-Goo- ds

CORNER STONE LAID FOR
ROY HIGH SCHOOL
Continued from

r

first page)

;

Published By

i

--

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
My friends, let there- be no
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor
mistake as to the attitude of
we
Subscription $2.00 per year payable strictly in advance.
the Masons of New Mexico;
for our public
stand
schools. To all creeds and to all
relatives.
matter at the post office in; Roy, N. M.
political parties we say "Hands Entered as second-clas- s
childof
the.
education
our
off",
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Winch and
Reaistovprl
97 , 1010
O
JLUI,
.CMMV
family arrived Friday from New ren shall proceed along the lines
by
down
laid
our
York, and Joe looks ever so much happier than he did while with equal opportunity to all iind
here, alone. They are living in utterly free from the dictation
GUARANTEED VULCANIZIN
a little bungalow just east of of interference of any religious c
dogma,
directly
indirectly.
or
vvilco
Hotel.
the
and The public school system is
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Mori-ithe child of Masonry and
THE SERVICE GARAGE
the. formers mother left Monday
for Colorado, where they will it sha'l have our unqualified o.e
We are now better prepared than evvisit a while at the home of votion and support. Let us gua
er to handle your auto and tractor repair
Carl Morris, then Mrs. Monis Sr rd its best interests: ht us make
work. We burn in bearings which makes
will return here and Claude and it our business to know who are
them last much longer.
family will journey on to Garden ui buav pue sjooips .mo Sumuru
We can do any kind of mechanical and
Nebr, where they will visit Mrs, fluences are behind them; and
electrical work and we guarantee every
Morris relatives. They are plan let us see to it that they are the
piece of work that we do.
ning on being gone all winter igencies they should be for truth
Bring in that car or tractor and let
if Mr. Morris can find suitable and knowledge and the princi
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
ples oí true Americanism."
occupation.
After the laying of the CorMr. and Mrs. Clair Harmony
"Come to the place where you get
of Tulsa, Okla, returned home ner Stone, the crowd was disyour work done by Competent Mechanics
luesday after a short visit here missed by the Chaplain Rev.
and the work GUARANTEED."
with the laters brother A. V. Sta J. S. Russell of Dawson, after
RAYMOND
PENDLETON PROPRIETOR
which the line. was formed anO.
fford and family.
The stork paid a visit to the the members marched back to
.
GUARANTEED VULCANIZING
R. E. Anderson home last Fri- the Hall, and in the eveninsr a I
day and left a baby girl. The Special Lodge Meeting was held
lady has the honor of being all after which a fine luncheon was
the girl in the family, the other served by the luncheon
children both boys. Everyone
concerned is doing nicely.
J. E. Knudson, óf, Kephart.
E. D. Bartmess and family
been in Roy the oast few-has
attended a Sunday School Con
Most successful business men owe their success to the
vention at Wheatland last Sun- days platting out the new mail
Savings Account Habit..
day which is about fourteen mi route from Roy to Kepftart. It
will
beonly
a
short
time
before
it
les over in Colfax Co. Years ago
CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN MFE
that country was thought to be will be esltablished, which will
fit for nothing, but the sheep in- mean a good deal to those on
dustry, but now it has been bou- this route.
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see1 how zapidly it
ght and settled up with people
v will grow.
Undertaker
C. Dodds, who
who actually know how to farm
y
and
it is one of the fi- recently returned from Illinois,
We will Ofwn an account with you for as low a&9L0O
nest wheat sections inthe state has been attending the Underta
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DKTQSIT
They have a two room consoli- kers Convention at Las Vegas
week.
this
He
was
accompanied
school
dated
and high school
there with Prof O. O. Graham by Mrs. Dodds an$ Mrs. Miranda
MM IS THE TIME TO SAVE
They report a fine time and a
as principal.
Mrs .Wenzel Swaim of Roy great Convention'. Mr. Dodds
was here from Thursday until tells us the next Convention will
last Saturday visiting her pare- be held at Gallup and he is sure
going to attend.
nts Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Siler.
Capital and
Prof F. P. Carnes and Miss
Surplus
Edna Kirk spent Saturday and
Geo. Cockrell and Mr.. Hale of
$36,000.00
Sunday in Dalhart visiting ho- Colmore, were here Tuesday atme folks.
tending the. Freeman Bros sale.
Miss Ruth Toalson spent SatO me! O my ! what haw becc-urday and Sunday visiting her me of that county seat corresbrother Heath Toalson and fa- pondent? when his items failed
'
mily.
to appear in the paper last week
Some narrow minded person it reminded us of the old. saying,
went in the school house 'one 'You never miss the water til
night last week adn stole ail of the well runs dry."
Prof Cams' books.; We were in
Palmer Porter sold his car and
hopes that the miscreant would purchased another recently of
return them when he seen they S. Morris.
were too deep for him to comIra and Freemon Ted were re- - f
prehend but as yet, he has not pairing the Wilson truck the fidone so. However locks and bol-- , rst of this week.
ts have now been put on the sch
Rev. Holmes and family were
ool house doors to ward against guests at the C. F. Leonhard'
further disappearance of propert- home Wednesday night.
Land Matters befbre the Department oHfasr
y-'
Palmer Porter moved Tuesday
Rev. Holmes and family whi- into rooms in the rear of
Interior Contests, etc"
tie
ch consists of a wife and two post-offibuilding,. ,
children arrived in Mills Tuesday
and will be our pastor for the
coming year. They are formerly from Colorado, but came from
Clayton here.
Rev. G. II. Gardner and family left Wednesday for Lúceme
Missouri, where he has accepted a position as pastor of the
Methodist Church at that place.
E. F. Cheney is taking a. well
earned vacation from work at
the Wilson Co, and left Wednesday in his auto for Erick, Okla,
to visit relatives and
SPANISH-AMERICA-
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BEAUTIFUL ALL WOOL BLANKETS, . $3.50 to $12.00
Baby's soft and downy Bo Peep cut Robes, $1.50 to $3.00
A COMTLETE LINE OF OUTINGS AND FLANNELS
COME IN AND SEE THEM,
It will be a pleasure to show you.

pri-mar-
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GROCERIES

I'oimds J.S.B. Coffee in Milk Maid pails

5

...

. .

$2.25

GALLON FRUITS, ALL AT A BARGAIN

Dont forget ouv fine Aluminum Sets given away.

R. P. Shay a Co.

The Only Road To Success

t

to-da-

"COME IN!

BANK OF ROY

Let's talk over a Chevrolet car, a Samson
Truck or SambunTrac-tor- .

Solano, and Mosquero, New Méx.

E.

F. S. Brown Motor

Company
.

.

J.H. Roy

Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

DISTRIBUTORS

.

Mosquei o Abstract &

Title Company

(Incorporated and Bonded.)
A3STRACTÜ FURNISHED
'

PROMPTLY

ON ALL

LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

;

Insurance of all kinds.

-

Special attention given to examining titles.

V

''.
,

Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

ce

QUALITY

Fairview Pharmacy

PRIC- É-

The Roy Drug Store

AN- D-

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Artichs
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TO-OAT-

ERVICE

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
f AH the Popular Drinks andjlc ts. HotDrinks nseason,

N6VV B

'Stand,

AH

S.E. PAXTON GROC. CO.

the elsst Megaskaa end daily paper?

"A Square Deal Every Day."

ESTABLISHnO1908

i....

'

Dr.M.D.Gibbs
,

...

I
S

(Proprietor.)

V.

